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According to the National Institute of Health, Celiac disease affects about 1% of people

worldwide and many are finding relief by following a gluten-free diet. Most gluten-free diets are

bland and restrictive, but Indian cuisine is a perfect alternative as it relies heavily on flavorful

spices, rice, vegetables, dals and legumes. With more than 100 inspired recipes like

“Mushroom and Green Pea Quinoa with Pistachios,” “Chickpeas with Ginger and Mango,” and

“Chicken in Almond-Coconut Sauce,” this cookbook brings the rich flavors of Indian cooking to

your gluten-free table.



Healthful Indian Flavors with Alamelu, Ayurveda Cooking for Beginners: An Ayurvedic

Cookbook to Balance and Heal, The Essential South Indian Cookbook: A Culinary Journey

Into South Indian Cuisine and Culture, Chaat: Recipes from the Kitchens, Markets, and

Railways of India: A Cookbook, Indian Instant Pot Cookbook: Classic and Modern Indian

Recipes for Your Electric Pressure Cooker. Try Healthy and Easy Asian Meals for Everyday

(Asian Instant Pot Cookbook)

Glo S., “Very Nice Cookbook. Excellent GF recipes that everyone in my family likes. I have

other Alamelu V. cookbooks, and these recipes are a bit "toned down" to suit the tastes of

those unfamiliar with traditional Indian cooking--but this also means they're easier to cook, with

regard to using Indian spices. If you eat gluten free, are a vegetarian (although there are meat-

based recipes included), or simply want easy-to-prepare Indian main dishes or side dishes,

you'll enjoy this cookbook. There's a section on understanding gluten-related issues which

would be helpful to those starting out on a GF diet, but the section is not so large as to take

away from the primary purpose of the book--lots of good recipes.”

Ladybug, “How to make good tasting healthy food .. Alamelu makes Indian cooking look so

simple on public TV . When we were on the Norwegian Starcruse ship sailing around the

Hawaiien islands, Indian food was offered and I loved all the exoticflavors . This book has all

the conceivable ways possible to combine vegetables and spices . Itincludes rice and quinoa

and lentils and options to add chicken or meat . It's a gluten free . notvegetarian cookbook ,

but can easily be converted . It's good to have ideas how to use spicesto make vegetables

and lentils interesting , since they are so beneficial to our health .”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Gluten-free recipes. My friend recommended this book written by her

aunt for gluten-free recipes. It is very good. I spent covid sip trying to watch South Indian

cooking shows on YouTube and figure out the recipes but this because ok is more clear and

easier to follow. There is hidden gluten in most so Indian foods at restaurants and frozen foods

at markets.”

Casey, “Gluten free Indian cooking made easy. I ordered this book because I saw Alamelu's

cooking show on PBS. I have celiac disease and eat no gluten. These recipes are awesome.

I like to watch the show now with my book in hand. I have made many recipes. My favorites

are the vegetable dishes, which compliment any meal.”

Mom2Romeo, “Highly recommended. So far, I have five of Alamelu's cookbooks. She can

ALWAYS be depended on to produce great cookbooks. As with her others, I highly recommend

this book.”

drjosiehernandez, “Indian Inspired Gluten-Free Cooking. EVERY SINGLE RECEPIE THAT WE

HAVED PREPARED IS FABULOUS; WELL BALANCED IN SPICIES AND FLAVORS. IT WAS

A GREAT CHOICE FOR I HAVEN'TFOND MANY INDIAN COOKING BOOKS THAT I

LIKE,....AND BEEN GLUTEN-FREE RECEPIES.....WOW.”

Spud's Place, “Love, Love, Love!. Love these delicious flexible recipes. Clear instructions, easy

to adapt. Good if you are a vegetarian and gluten-free or not.”



Scott, “Aromatic and delicious dishes now prepared gluten free!. I have enjoyed watching

Alamelu's Healthful Indian Cooking on Create TV. I have been able to incorporate so many

more vegetables and spices into my cooking thanks to her delicious recipes. I was so happy to

see that many of my favorite recipes can be prepared gluten free. This book also contains new

recipes.  I highly recommend it!”

Yolande Thivierge, “Great cookbook!. I went on-line looking for a gluten-free Indian cuisine

cookbook and found this one. I love it!”

The book by Alamelu Vairavan has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 31 people have provided feedback.
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